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Christmas or Advent season is a time of festivities and celebrations as 

well as of penitence. It reminds the Christian community all over the world 

that GOD is no more up there! The GOD of our worship and thanksgiving is 

no more a God of distance for s/he has become Emmanuel/Immanuel in 

Jesus. S/he is with us, in the midst of human kinds of all colours despite their 

limitations and sinfulness. The great joy of Christmas celebration is expressed 

when the entire Christian community joins in singing “Joy to the world the 

Lord has come”! What a message: GOD WITH US!! The central figure of 

Christmas stories and celebrations is Jesus, the child in/of the manger. The 

Christmas or Advent season begins with the last Sunday in the month of 

November and ends with the third Sunday in December. And, on twenty fifth 

of December, as per tradition, Christmas, the birthday of Jesus is celebrated with great enthusiasm, joy 

and thanksgiving. Homes and churches are decorated along with the scenes of the ‘manger’, the Magi, 

the shepherds and the star. We see the Star hanging on the roofs of Christian homes and shopping 

malls. 

This is an ideological-theological reflection on the Christmas story as presented in the gospels of 

Matthew and Luke by a Christian social activist and former theological educator. The term Christmas 

entered in the vocabulary of Christians sometime in the fourth century when Constantine became the 

emperor of Rome in 319 CE and gave freedom to his subjects to practice the religious faith of their 

choice. The expression Christmas means a special Mass, worship service, offered in honour of the birth 

of Jesus Christ: Christ-Mass. In Roman Catholic tradition the term ‘mass’ means a worship service that 

includes Eucharist. Unfortunately and sadly it has become a fashion of deleting or cancelling the term 

‘Christ’ and replacing it with the letter ‘X’ thus making it ‘X-Mas’.  We see Christmas cards and banners 

with the expression ‘Happy X-mas’. How sad? Christ is axed at the altar of ‘mas’! (‘Mass’ is a noun, ‘Cup’; 

a sequence of prayers and ceremonies forming the Eucharistic service of Roman Catholic tradition.)  

Out of four gospels namely, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, the first three are called the 

synoptic gospels. Only Matthew and Luke mention stories related to the birth of Jesus. Mark and John 

are silent about Jesus’ birth. Their focus is on the ministry and mission of Jesus, the Christ: The Kingdom 

of God and God’s saving act in and through Jesus. Both of them are also not interested in the genealogy 

of Jesus. For them the central question seems to be ‘who’ Jesus is rather than ‘how’ he came into the 

world. Matthew and Luke trace the genealogy of Jesus as per their understanding. Matthew, a Jew, 

connects Jesus to Abraham, the patriarch of Jewish, Hebrew people and their religious tradition. 

Whereas, Luke a non-Jew, traces the linage of Jesus to Adam and ends saying the ‘Son of God’. 

Apparently, Luke a non-Jew goes to the heart of Jesus’ birth: Jesus is the Son of God, the Creator of all 

life: the entire creation; life in all its form. This creator God is in control of everything that happens in 

the world. 

Surprisingly, Luke does not include any woman in his genealogy of Jesus in his gospel. (Lk. 3: 23- 

37 NRSV). Whereas Matthew deserves our applause for mentioning four women in his list of ancestors 

of Jesus. Out of them two are of questionable character, one is a Moabite and the fourth one, ‘Beth 

Sheba’, a Jew, who had married Uriah, a non-Jew, a gentile. According to Jewish social-religious 

practices, if a Jewish woman marries a non-Jew, she, in a way, is excommunicated from the Jewish fold 



and considered a ‘gentile’. The four women listed in Matthew’s Gospel are: Rehab, Tamar, Ruth and wife 

of Uriah, (Beth Sheba). (Mt. 1: 2-6 NRSV). Both Mathew and Luke genealogies do mention Mary, the 

mother of Jesus. (Mt. 1: 16 NRSV) Yet these stories challenge us. 

The birth stories of Jesus in Mathew and Luke present four types of characters: King Herod, the 

political and ruling class, the man in/of authority; chief priests and scribes, the religious class; the Magi, 

Wise men, the secular class, the outsiders, (Mt. 3: 1-12 NRSV); and the Shepherds, the marginalized, the 

lowly, the humble and the despised class engaged in tending, protecting their herds from predators and 

shepherding their flocks, a secular job. (Lk. 2:8-20)   

Both the political and religious authorities are caught unaware and are disturbed when three 

wise men from the East arrive at the gates of King Herod enquiring “Where is the child who has been 

born king of the Jews?” (Mt. 2:2, NRSV) Both the political and religious authorities are disturbed by the 

enquiry of the wise men. King Herod has the political reins of the province of Judea in his hands and so is 

a powerful person politically, socially and economically. As a person with power, Herod could not dream 

of a rival and, so, it was natural for him to be ‘frightened’ and ‘disturbed’ by the news. How can it be 

that a child who would take Herod’s kingdom and power away from him is born in his kingdom and 

Herod is unaware of it? Mathew, a Jew, puts an extra weight on the phrase, “King of the Jews”. (Mt. 2:2) 

Technically speaking Herod was not the king appointed in the tradition of Saul, David, Solomon and 

others who were chosen by God and anointed by a priest/prophet. Herod was appointed by the Roman 

emperor. Moreover, the Jews looked to a ‘messiah’ who would deliver them from the yoke of the 

Romans and establish Jewish rule by anointing and appointing someone from David’s tribe, ‘gotra’, as 

the king of Jews. King Herod did not fit in this framework. The question asked by the wise men hit Herod 

hard and he is frightened. And, Herod calls all the chief priests and scribes of the people and enquires of 

them where the Messiah is to be born. The religious leaders tell him “in Bethlehem of Judea.”  (Mt. 2:2-

6) Priests come from a particular family from which chief priests are appointed and the scribes are 

experts of the Jewish religious law. 

Interestingly, the chief priests and the scribes are either ignorant of or indifferent to what is 

happening around them:  a ‘child king’ has taken birth. From the gospel narrative it appears that they 

were living in their own world for they failed to notice the appearance of a Star, (Comet), in the sky 

indicating that a great person is born. The arrival of wise men from the East wakes them up from their 

slumber.  Apparently, the chief priests and the scribes are more interested in performing their religious 

duties and see the laws are obeyed by Jewish people. Their religious understanding makes them self-

centered, self-seeking and inward looking persons having no interest in the well-being and welfare of 

the people, the aam aadmi and aurat. The problems and pains and the question of daily bread of the 

common people, aam admi and aurat are outside their religious and social ideology and theology. Thus, 

it seems that the priests and the scribes had lost touch not only with the people but also with God. Here, 

in the very heart of their city God has become human in Jesus to live like a human person and offer 

them liberation, salvation and a future with hope. Alas, the chief priests and scribes missed an 

opportunity to recognize and worship the ‘messiah’ in fulfilment of their Scriptures. (Mt. 2: 6; Mic. 5:2) 

In doing so they, unwittingly, become active participants in murdering innocent children who are two 

years old or less. (Mt.2:16) 

The Magi, the three wise men from the East, who visit Jesus are not Jewish and most probably 

come from the land of Babylonia, ‘East’. Magi are people who study and interpret the appearances and 

movements of celestial bodies: stars and planets. They are called Astronomers. They played an 



important role in the courts in Eastern states as advisors. On spotting a strange and bright looking star in 

the sky three astronomer friends consult each other and conclude that a great person has taken birth 

somewhere  in the province of Judea. All the three friends decide to make a journey together to Judea 

and pay their respect to the ‘child’. After waiting for the fourth Magi for some time, the three friends 

decide to make the journey without him. Upon arriving Jerusalem they go straight to King Herod’s 

palace and enquire “where is the child who has been born king of the Jews?” (Mt. 2: 2) It upsets King 

Herod for, he being the King of the Jews, has no knowledge of and information about the birth of a ‘king 

child’!  

The news of the birth of a ‘king child’ spreads so fast around the city of Jerusalem its people get 

a shock of their lives and get upset about it. King Herod calls the religious leaders, the chief priests and 

the scribes, of the Jews together and enquires of them about what the three wise men were asking 

about. The religious leaders upon consulting and searching their scriptures find out that the insignificant 

town of Bethlehem of Judea has become the center of Divine grace, for the Child the Magi are looking 

for is born in the city of Bethlehem. (Mic. 5:2)  The king shares the information with the wise men and 

asks them to find the child and, after having paid their obeisance to the child, inform him so that he may 

also offer his respects to the child. Interestingly, King Herod does not think of sending his own men 

along with wise men from the East to find the place! On finding the place, a cow shed, where the ‘Divine 

Child’ is born and placed in a ‘manger’, the three Magi worship him with their gifts of gold, frankincense 

and myrrh. (Mt. 2: 11). On being warned by an angel, they return to their country by a different route.  

In contrast to Herod who is egocentric, jealous, mean and unscrupulous head of a state and who 

goes to the extent of killing the innocent children, the foreigners behave with a sense of dignity and 

responsibility. The Magi acted with abandon. They travelled in a noble fashion to worship and pay their 

reverence to the ‘king child’. This, undoubtedly, reflects the attitude of ‘submission’ on the part of these 

foreigners from the east.    

One is surprised to note that both Mathew and Luke miss the opportunity to mention the 

significant role played by the unsung and unknown women of the household of the person who opened 

his ’cow shed’ for Joseph and Mary to stay. How could anyone forget the brave heart women of the 

neighborhood who, on seeing the condition of Mary, must have come out of their homes to give every 

help to Mary she needed. Above all they provide emotional support to Mary and help she needed during 

her confinement and in delivering her first child away from home.  

The four characters presented by Mathew and Luke in their Christmas stories are still available 

in our ecclesiastical, religious and secular worlds.  Firstly, leaders both religious and secular who occupy 

seats of power and authority, use and abuse it without any hesitation. This is common even today. It is 

felt and seen not only in the secular world but also in the religious world: in Christian, Hindu, Muslim 

and other religious organizations and institutions. It is also evident in the behavior of religious and 

political leadership. Leaders occupying seats of authority, power and prestige get upset when they sense 

an emergence of a rival who could take away their power and authority. In the desire to keep one’s 

power and authority intact and ensure that the common man and woman, the aam admi and aurat, the 

humble and the lowly and the innocent become the escape goats: victims of one’s pride, jealousy, 

insecurity, greed and self-centered life. So much so that even ‘religion’ is used to subdue opposition and 

rivals. The challenge to those who celebrate the birth of and worship the ‘Divine child’ is to be or not to 

be a part of this group. Secondly, the outsiders challenge the members of  the ‘ecclesia’, the ‘church’ by 

taking the risk of journeying a long distance on their camels facing all hardships of travel and locate the 



place where God has become Immanuel, human and offer their worship and gifts in the spirit of humility 

and submission. That is, the ‘foreigners’, challenge the Christian community, the ecclesia, the church to 

inculcate the spirit of humility, submission and abandon.  

Let us face the challenge posed by the Christmas festival or the Advent season squarely and 

reflect on the four actors presented by Mathew and Luke: secular, religious, foreigners and the humble. 

Challengingly, the news of the birth of a ‘Saviour’, is announced and conveyed to ‘out siders’ the Magi 

and to a ‘shepherd’ community. And, they take the trouble of finding the place where the ‘Saviour’ is 

born and worship him. As a Christian community we need to ask why the outsiders are favoured?  Is the 

lure of power and authority creating obstacles to heed divine messages? Perhaps! 

We need to remind ourselves that the God of Life and God of Love, God of Compassion and God 

of Forgiveness takes birth in a lowly and humble place, the ‘cow shed’ and the message of his becoming 

‘human’ comes to the lowly and the humble, the shepherds who are watching over their flock by night. 

The angel says to them “Do not be afraid; for see—I am bringing you good news of great joy for all the 

people: to you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, who is the Messiah, the Lord.” (Lk. 2: 10-11 

NRSV) It is important to remember that the Good News of Saviour’s birth comes first to the lowly, the 

humble and the despised and then it gets spread all around the world. 

The term ‘shepherd’ takes a special place in Hebrew religion: “By the hands of the Almighty One 

of Jacob, by the name of the Shepherd, the Rock of Israel…” (Gen. 49: 24 NRSV), “The Lord is my 

shepherd”,  “Give ear, O Shepherd of Israel…” (Ps. 23; 80:1. NRSV) Shepherding is a risky job but also a 

blessing. Encouragingly, within this understanding, Jesus says “I am the good shepherd and a good 

shepherd is willing to lay down his life for his sheep.” (Jn. 10: 11 NRSV) and, asks Peter to “feed my 

lambs”, to “tend my sheep” and to “feed my sheep”. (Jn21:15-17, NRSV) This principle of feeding the 

lambs and taking care of sheep is certainly missing in the shepherds of the ecclesia Jesus founded. What 

a departure from the ideological-theological basis of Jesus’ ministry and mission. The Christmas season 

is an opportune time for Christians to discover and re-discover, to capture and re-capture, the challenge 

of Jesus: Feed, tend and take care of my lambs and sheep. This may be the best way of celebrating the 

birth of Jesus, the Messiah, Saviour of the world and become instruments of “Peace” and “Good Will” 

among people, the aam admi and aurat!!   

Let us read together the following Christmas git by Ahsan Masih: 

Yesu hamara saccha garadiya, jo sab se ala, (Jesus is our true and the best shepherd) 

Aaj pilaya jisne hamko amrit ras pyala (today he has offered us the Cup of Ambrosia)   

1 Ham hain uske jisne akar charani mein janam liya, (We belong to him who is born in the manger) 

Choda swarg sukhon ko, phir apna balidaan diya,  (Leaving heavenly comforts sacrificed himself) 

Jiske nur se dur hua hai andhiyara kala. (His light/shine has removed all darkness) 

2 Ham hain uske jisne apna krus pe pran diya (We belong to him who died on the cross) 

Satya, ahinsa, prem aur sacchi rah ka gyan diya (Gave knowledge of Truth, Non-violence & love)  

Jisne jag mein a ke bujhayi papon ki jwala. Whose coming extinguished the fire of sins) 

3 Ham hain uske jisne maut pe akhir payi vijay  (We belong to him who triumphed over death) 

Jo wapas phir gaya swarg ko uski howe jai (Praise to him who returned to heaven) 

Ham ko aisa mila hai Jeevan jo sabse ala.  (We received life which is the best above all)  
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